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Hendrik Lochthowe wins Intermediate A - Isabell Werth arrived for 
Bubble Soccer 
 
"Only the elephant from the left irritated him a bit", Hendrik Lochthowe has to smile at his Bricco 
Barone, who didn't even notice the big decorators at the examination square of the CDI 4* in 
Leudelange/LUX during training, only to flinch in the Intermediate A for a moment. "But apart from 
that, he already walked very self-confidently and could show his potential especially in the gallop 
tour", the 39-year-old was happy about his now ten-year-old four-legged friend, who has been in the 
possession of his sponsor Ralph Uwe Westhoff for a good year and a half - and is getting closer and 
closer to the Grand Prix goal. "This was our first international place in the Medium Tour - and a 
victory at once," said Hendrik Lochthowe, who was able to keep Uwe Schwanz in check with 69.97 
percent on Rockson, albeit only by slightly more than 0.2 percentage points. Third place went to 
Kristine Møller from Luxembourg on Hamilton (67.61 percent). 
 
After the German pony riders held their last European Championship sighting at the dressage 
tournament in Leudelange in the team and individual competitions will Shona Benner, Antonia 
Busch-Kuffner, Lana-Pinou Baumgürtel and Rose Oatley represent the German colours in Poland, the 
youngest in the team, Rose Oatley, once again set an exclamation mark behind her nomination with 
her superior victory on her Daddy Moon (78.65 percent) in the final freestyle. Antonia Busch-Kuffner 
with Daily Pleasure WE (76.43 percent) and Paulina von Wulffen with Dujardin B (75.30 percent) 
ranked second and third. 
 
The Quaterhall daughter Quatre-Quarts A L'Orange with Kristine Møller won the final of the five-
year-old dressage horses with 87.40 percent. In the seven-year-old's Preliminary Test, Titolas had the 
lead with Susanne Krohn in the saddle (76.68), just like last year. 
 
The Bubble Soccer Tournament on the evening of the third tournament day proved that the fun at 
the CDI 4* in Leudelange is not neglected. Christoph Koschel, among others, also struggled for the 
winning goal with one of the big ball suits and a lot of physical effort. But against the team Power 
Rangers the team Koschel Dressage had no chance. Showdown is then on Saturday - before the 
evening Grand Prix freestyle: Isabell Werth arrives for an autograph hour at 2 p.m. and will challenge 
the team Power Ranger personally in the fight for the Bubble Soccer Trophy of Leudelange. 
 
Further information can be found at www.dressage-grand-ducal.com 
 
 
Photo (for honoar-free use only in connection with this press release and by naming the 
photographer Tanja Becker): Winner in the Intermediate A Hendrik Lochthowe with Bricco Barone. 
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